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๏ Next, select the “Manage…” button.
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Code Generation

Continuity’s Code Generation Template Language
“CGTL” is a simple language that can be used to
de ne templates within Continuity for generating
text-based le output that includes values from
packages and elements within your repository
Catalogues.

Use this guide to get started with template-driven
code generation using Continuity.

This will open the “Code Generation Template
Manager” window.

Managing Templates
To create a new template:
๏ Right-click over a package or element in the
Continuity Repository window’s Catalogues
browser and select the “Code / Generate using
Template…” menu item; or
๏ Select a package or element within the Continuity
Repository window’s Catalogues browser and
select the [Code Generate using Template]
toolbar button.
This will open the “Code Generate using Template”
window.

The “Code Generation Template Manager” window
has a panel at its top with buttons to add and
remove templates. The main body of the window is
a text editor with which you can edit the content of a
selected template.
Create a New Template
To create a new template:
๏ Enter the name of your new template in the
“Template Name” drop-down text box; then
๏ Click the “Save New Template” button.
This action will create a new template in your
Continuity Repository with the name given.

fi

fi

Next, you will need to add content to your new
template. Edit the content using the main body of
the Code Generation Template Manager window.
When you are done, close the window. Template
content is saved automatically as you edit.

Delete a Template
Templates can be deleted using the “Delete
Template” button. Select the template to delete
using the “Template Name” drop-down text box and
click “Delete Template”.

Writing Template Content

@<reference-text>;

Template content is de ned using Continuity’s Code
Generation Template Language “CGTL”. This is a
a very simple functional language can be learned by
people with limited technical skills to create
templates for text-based output from Continuity,
such as code, yml, json, csv les and so on.
The main body of a template is literal text that you
would like to output, interspersed with ‘attribute
references’ that represent and refer to values from
element attributes within your model. These
attribute references are replaced by Continuity with
actual element attribute values when you run the
template to create output.
The following is an example of a template where the
text shown is bold is an ‘attribute reference’ that
would be replaced with element values and the rest
is literal text that would be output without
modi cation:
- name: @this.Name;
- stereotype: @this.Stereotype;
If this template was run against an element with the
name “Bob” and a rst stereotype of “Charlie” then
this would generate the following output in your le:

The structure of reference-text can vary depending
on what you would like to achieve:
๏ To get values directly from the element you are
running your template against, use a this
reference (meaning this element) followed by an
attribute name. The example below will output
the element’s name:
@this.Name;
๏ You can also get an element’s MetaType,
Description, Notes, Stereotype, Abstract and
Flagged for Delete state using this approach:
@this.MetaType;
@this.Description;
@this.Notes;
@this.Stereotype;
@this.IsAbstract;
@this.IsFlaggedForDelete;
๏ You can also get values from an element’s
Tagged Values. To do this, you will need to refer
to the Tagged Value you want within the
reference text as follows (where bob is the name
of a Tagged Value for the element):

fi

fi

fi

@this.TaggedValue[‘bob’];
fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

fi

- name: Bob
- stereotype: Charlie
fi

As you can see from this example, all CGTL attribute
references start with an ‘@‘ character and end with a
‘;’ character. In between these characters sits formal
reference text that Continuity interprets to nd
element attribute values and substitute these into
the output generated at runtime.

๏ CGTL allows you to perform simple if/then
conditional logic. To write an “if block” use the if
and endif references. For example:
@if.Stereotype = ‘Frank’;
Hi my name is @this.Name;...This is my rst
template!
@endif;
๏ Note that in an “if block” you can use equals
‘=‘ or not-equals ‘!=‘ operators only.

Running a Template
To run a template:
๏ Right-click over the package or element in the
Continuity Repository window’s Catalogues
browser that you would like to run a template
against and select the “Code / Generate using
Template…” menu item; or
๏ Select the package or element within the
Continuity Repository window’s Catalogues
browser and select the [Code Generate using
Template] toolbar button.
This will open the “Code Generate using Template”
window.
๏ Enter or select a le name and folder for the
output le using the “Output” le chooser.
๏ Select the template you would like to use from
the “Template” drop-down.
๏ Click the “Generate” button.

